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Implementing a User-defined Function to Read Character Data into an Array 
 
This assignment involves the implementation of a function that would be useful for Project 5.  You'll need to test this 
function thoroughly before you submit it to the Curator.  Some testing code will be provided on the website, but you are 
encouraged to modify that code to improve your testing. 
 
Your function will be passed an input stream that has been opened on a file containing a text sample that is to be read in 
chunks.  The first line of the input file will be a label ending with a colon character (':') and followed by a positive 
integer that equals the total number of characters to process in the text sample.  The second line is just a comment and will 
be ignored.  Both of those lines will be read by the test driver before your function is called. 
 
The rest of the input file will simply be a sample of text that contains at least the specified number of characters.  The test 
driver will not read anything from the file after the first two lines.  Here is a sample input file: 
 

// Number of characters: 233 
// Text: 
Adam was but human--this explains it all. 
He did not want the apple for the apple's sake, 
he wanted it only because it was forbidden. 
The mistake was in not forbidding the serpent; 
then he would have eaten the serpent.  - Mark Twain 

 
Your function will also be passed a character array in which it will place the characters it reads, and the number of 
characters that are left to be processed.  By default, your function will read exactly twenty characters from the stream, but if 
there are fewer than twenty characters left then your function will just read all the remaining characters.  Your function will 
adjust the value of the third parameter so it equals the number of characters left to be processed.  Your function will also 
return the number of characters it actually read when it was called. 
 
Here's the mandatory interface for the function: 
 

int grabCharChunk(ifstream& In, char Chunk[], int& CharsLeft); 
 
The test driver will call your function repeatedly until all of  the characters in the text sample have been read.  After each 
call to your function, the test driver will log results to an output file.  Here's a sample output file that corresponds to the 
previous input sample: 
 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 
        00000000001111111111 
        01234567890123456789 
    ------------------------ 
    0:  Adam_was_but_human-- 
    1:  this_explains_it_all 
    2:  .#He_did_not_want_th 
    3:  e_apple_for_the_appl 
    4:  e's_sake,#he_wanted_ 
    5:  it_only_because_it_w 
    6:  as_forbidden.#The_mi 
    7:  stake_was_in_not_for 
    8:  bidding_the_serpent; 
    9:  #then_he_would_have_ 
   10:  eaten_the_serpent.__ 
   11:  -_Mark_Twain# 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 
As you can see, the test driver makes a few changes.  It replaces space characters with underscores, newline characters with 
pound signs, and tab characters with dollar signs, so those are easier to spot when you check your output.
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A copy of the following file is posted on the course website.  You must download it and paste your implementation of the 
grabCharChunk() function into it, exactly as specified: 
 
 

#include "MiniP2.h" 
using namespace std; 
 
// Do not change anything above this line other that to add include 
// directives you believe are necessary for your implementation!! 
// Paste your function implementation below; it must conform to the 
// specification in order to compile and operate correctly. 
// 
// grabCharChunk() reads characters from the input stream In and places 
// them into the array Chunk[] in the order they are read.  The number of 
// characters read is either CharsLeft or twenty, whichever is smaller. 
// 
// Pre: 
//    In         opened on a file as described in the specification 
//    Chunk[]    array whose dimension is at least twenty 
//    CharsLeft  equals # of characters left in the input stream to read 
// 
// Post: 
//    The specified number of characters have been read from the input 
//    stream and placed in the array. 
//    CharsLeft has been decreased by the number of characters that  
//    read from the stream. 
// 
// Returns:  the number of characters that were actually read 
// 
int grabCharChunk(ifstream& In, char Chunk[], int& CharsLeft) { 
 
   // paste the body of your function implementation here 
} 
 

 
 


